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Copyright information:
The above plan creator(s) have agreed that others may use as much of the text of this plan as they would like in their own plans, and customize it as necessary. You do not need to credit the creator(s) as the source of the language used, but using any of the plan’s text does not imply that the creator(s) endorse, or have any relationship to, your project or proposal.
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Data types and sources

Published work will be listed by entry on keyword-searchable ORCID database and approved for public access by link to the publisher.

Content and format

Published material available on line will be in pdf or html format (see for example https://journals.aps.org/prb/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevB.95.205431), with separate links to graphics and links to cited references.

Sharing and preservation

Links to published articles will provide public access for reproduction of figures or graphics.

Protection

Our research does not involve work with human subjects and does not make use of personally identifiable information.

Rationale

Following standards in our research community, graphics or datasets will be provided upon request to the corresponding author of any publications supported by this work.

Software & Codes

Our work does not involve development of open source software for distribution.